Statistical Breakdown

( most of these figures might be one or two off because of inaccuracies of various sorts)

1. There were 147 children who registered with us this morning. (The newsmen counted 149 going to school, some of the kids registered twice, some not at all)

2. We have a list of 244 children who gave us applications to turn in.

3. Out of the 147 registered with us this morning, 69 were on our application list.

4. That means that we did not handle applications for 65 of the children who went to school this morning. (some of them probably mailed in their own applications and some did not get an application in.)

5. We handled 175 applications for children who did not go to school today. We also handled 11 applications for children who went to school today but were turned around. (some of them we forgot to turn in, how many I don't know)

6. Adding together the number of students who went today plus the number who gave us applications but did not go today gives us a potential enrollment of 322. There are also an unknown number of children who sent in applications on their own and then did not go to school, but we have no way of knowing who they are or how many.